students at the country's top colleges and universities in order to evaluate their perceptions of the political climate on campus as well as their experiences with the inclusion of political commentary and material in their courses. 658 undergraduate students from the top 25 liberal arts colleges and the top 25 universities, as listed by U.S. News and World Report, were interviewed for this study.
The following are highlights of the survey findings:
• Nearly half of college students (48%) from elite universities and colleges in the United States report that some panel discussions and presentations on their campus are totally onesided.
• According to 46% of the student respondents, some professors use the classroom to present their personal political views.
• 68% of the students said that during the recent presidential election campaign, their professors made negative comments in class about President Bush, compared with only 17% who reported negative comments about Senator Kerry.
• 42% of the students surveyed complained that some course readings present only one side of a controversial issue.
• While nearly half of the students (47%) say that professors make negative comments in class about conservatives, only 15% report negative comments about liberals. 74% assert that their teachers make positive in-class remarks about liberals.
• Half of the students (49%) state that professors frequently comment on politics in class even when it has nothing to do with the course.
• More than 8-in-10 students (83%) say that faculty evaluation forms completed by students do not ask about a professor's social, political, or religious bias.
II. Survey Findings General Inferences and Observations
This survey suggests a deeply troubling lack of intellectual openness on America's elite campuses.
First, half of the students (49%) accuse faculty of injecting politics into the classroom even in courses that have nothing to do with political matters. Many of the respondents specialize in fields such as biology (10%) or engineering (8%), where one would not expect courses with political content.
Second, the remarks of the professors, as well as course readings, are often one-sided, with clear evidence of bias against conservative positions and in favor of liberal viewpoints. Consistent with this, the faculty was widely reported to have made hostile remarks about President Bush (68%), but positive comments about Senator Kerry (62%). (The survey was conducted just before and after the 2004 Election.) More than one-fifth (22%) of the students complain about instructors who create a classroom environment hostile to certain political or social views.
Third, there is a disturbing partiality outside of the classroom as well, with nearly half the respondents (48%) reporting that campus presentations and panel discussions "seem totally one-sided."
Although these inferences will perhaps surprise no one who has been observing campus conditions in the last several decades, there are features of this survey that are new and significant.
First, this is a survey of students, whereas prior studies focused on the faculty. Students may be expected to be more candid than faculty or administrators, as they have less of a stake in the institutional status quo. Furthermore, the instant survey is not subject to the criticism leveled at studies of the politics and ideology of the faculty. Some have claimed that studies showing that professors are overwhelmingly liberals and/or Democrats are insignificant because they do not demonstrate an impact on the classroom. The present study proves that there is such an impact.
Second, half of the respondents described their own politics as left-leaning (46% Liberal; 5% Radical Left), which makes their report of bias all the more credible. In addition, cross-tabulations indicate that selfidentified conservative students reported bias in significantly higher numbers. It may be inferred that such students would be more aware of pro-liberal or anti-conservative biases, the predominant biases on campus. This suggests that figures based on the responses of all students, without regard to ideology, may be underreporting campus one-sidedness.
The Political Atmosphere on Campus
This survey examined the general sense of openness on campus, the tolerance of different views on controversial issues, and the diversity of viewpoints offered at campus presentations. In each case, significant minorities of students expressed serious concerns.
The survey finds that one-fifth of college students (21%) agree that certain topics or viewpoints are "off limits" on their campus.
On specific "hot button" topics, such as affirmative action and patriotism, there is a split among respondents.
• Overall, 17% of the respondents believe that students on their campus do not feel free to express their honest views about affirmative action. However, conservative students (36%) are more than two and a half times as likely as liberals (14%) to believe that students cannot be truly candid about such racial issues.
• 12% of the students overall believe that they cannot freely express their patriotism on campus. However, fewer than 1-in-10 liberals (9%) feel so constrained, whereas 2-in-10 conservatives (19%) perceive such limitations.
There are disturbing reports from students regarding campus speaking events. Nearly half of the students (48%) say that some campus panel discussions and presentations on political matters are "totally one-sided."
Politics in the Classroom
Students express a great deal of concern about the treatment of political issues in the classroom. Significant minorities believe that their professors improperly use the classroom to present their personal political views, that their courses and readings are one-sided, that their professors praise liberal, while condemning conservative, policies and politicians, and that students are pressured into agreeing with their teachers. Conservative students, undoubtedly more sensitive to criticisms of their own views, complain about these matters in consistently higher proportions. However, significant numbers of liberal and moderate students also voice dissatisfaction.
Regarding interjecting political matters into courses, 46% of the students report that some professors use the classroom to present their personal political views. Self-styled conservatives (61%) and students from liberal arts colleges (51%) are significantly more likely to agree with this proposition. 49% of all respondents say that professors frequently comment on politics in class even when it has nothing to do with the course.
When faculty members comment on politics their remarks are usually critical of conservative views and politicians. Over two-thirds of the students (68%) -regardless of ideology -said they had professors who made negative comments about President Bush in class. 62% reported positive comments about Sen. Kerry. 47% of the students (59% of the conservatives) say that professors make negative comments in class about conservatives, while few students (15%) report negative comments about liberals. Students attending public universities with 10,000 students or more are more likely to agree that their professors criticize conservatives (57%) than their counterparts from private universities with 10,000 students or more (36%), or those from private universities with fewer than 10,000 students (40%).
One-Sided Courses
More than 4-in-10 students (42%) report that some courses have readings which present only one side of a controversial issue. Students from big public universities (10,000 or more students) are significantly more likely to agree with the statement (49%) than those from small private universities (less than 10,000 students) (36%).
The survey also finds that between a third and a quarter of students (29%) believe that some courses present social and political issues in an unfair and one-sided matter.
29% of the respondents complain about courses in which students feel that they have to agree with the professor's political or social views in order to get a good grade.
Over one-fifth of students (22%) said that some professors create an environment that is hostile to certain political or social views. 42% of conservatives, and 19% of liberals, concur. Small private liberal arts colleges generated more complaints -32% -compared with 14% of the large private universities. Class size may be an explanatory factor here. Students may feel more inhibited in the small classes of the private liberal arts colleges.
Student Ability to Complain
When asked about a specific mode of complaint -faculty evaluation forms completed by students -a sizeable majority (83%) say that there is no question concerning a professor's social, political or religious bias. This response (over 80%) was the same across institutional types.
Respondent Characteristics
All survey respondents were currently enrolled students at the U.S. News top 50 colleges and universities.
52% are female, 48% male.
In terms of ideology, most students described their own views as liberal (46%) or moderate (33%). A majority of the respondents are on the political left (46% liberal + 5% radical left). Small liberal arts colleges have the most students self-identifying as liberal (61%). Thirteen percent (13%) of the students describe themselves as conservatives, whereas an insignificant number (<1%) called themselves "ultraconservative."
Asked to identify their "majors," or specializations, responses were wide-ranging. The most popular majors among respondents were Political Science (11%), Biological Sciences (10%), Engineering (8%), and Economics (7%).
III. Sample Design
A total of 658 undergraduate students from the top 25 National Universities and top 25 National Liberal Arts Colleges, as defined by U.S. News and World Report, * were interviewed for this survey (See Table 1 .) Because of ties in the rankings, a total of 26 National Universities were included in the sample. All interviews were conducted by telephone. Students were randomly selected from the 51 colleges and universities listed in Table 1 using two distinct methods designed to include all colleges and universities in the sample frame. Published directories were used for schools where available. Electronic directories were available from Survey Sampling, Inc. for 19 schools comprising 37% of the total students in the Top 50 schools. Students were randomly selected from these directories. In cases where no directory of student names was available, CSRA obtained the telephone numbers of known students and generated random telephone numbers. Survey interviewers screened for school in all cases, and interviewed only currently enrolled students at the identified colleges and universities.
The sample was stratified to reflect population percentages by type of school. Schools were divided into four categories for these strata: Private National Universities with 10,000 or fewer undergraduate students, Private National Universities with more than 10,000 students, Public National Universities with more than 10,000 students and Private Liberal Arts Colleges with less than 10,000 students. The final data was weighted to account for minor differences between the targeted numbers of interviews and actual completes. Report. Available online at http://www.usnews.com/usnews/edu/college/cohome.htm.
IV. Key Findings and Weighted Results
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